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The furniture that architect David D. Harlan and 
interior designer A. Defne Veral design could not 
be more personal. Sometimes traditional, some-
times modern, the pieces are always created for a 
particular space and need. A friend wants a dining 
room table for her apartment? A client wants 
an AV-compatible conference table that seats 
sixteen? Harlan’s sister wants a TV cabinet for the 
wall at the foot of her bed? Okay, then. And for a 
fun flourish, the results are often named after the 
children of the commissioning client.

Veral and Harlan’s separate New Haven–based 
firms share an office, and they often collabo-
rate, making the married couple, as Veral says, 
“partners in all crimes.” In 2004, furniture design 
became an add-on to their services, with Harlan 
doing the initial design and Veral offering sugges-
tions and hiring regional fabricators. The results 
can be seen at Houzz or on the couple’s respec-
tive business websites. 

The traditional and modern lines of Veral 
Harlan Fine Home Furnishings (VH) could not 
be more different. The former is often made of 
mahogany and frequently features urns, whether 
as base pedestal for a weighty dining table, finials 
for a bed frame, caps for table legs, or decorative 
flourish for a hand-painted cabinet. The modern 
line uses simpler forms like flared legs and flat- 
faced drawers for tables and desks, and a wider 
range of woods. A horsehair headboard is part of 
a master bedroom set that includes gray-stained 
oak chests with no visible hardware. 

An example of just how custom VH designs 
are? When the owners of the bedroom set won-
dered how they would eat on their new library’s 
expensive leather ottoman, Harlan said, “You need 
trays,” so he designed some. Now, the ebonized-
walnut trays with red-stained ash bases occupy 
the same room as the long, open rectangle of 
a VH Waverly console. The clients’ daughter 
(Waverly) does her homework here on VH red-
capped stools, even though she and her brother 
also share a study with two VH white-laminate 
and walnut desks. This furniture is as  
yet unnamed, because of a small problem—the  
clients commissioned so many VH pieces, they 
ran out of family members to name them after.  
| Veral Harlan Fine Home Furnishings, New Haven, 
ddharlanarchitects.com and adveralinteriors.com
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